Medical Information Technology Toward Automated Clinical Practice Capsule

**ABSTRACT**

Currently, a lot of medical and health care studies are done in the world. Especially, many companies focus digital health care system on cloud computing. On the other side, pure medical issues are also very active in the world. Especially, Japanese government promotes this trend to accelerate economic recovery.

In this talk, I will describe automated medical practice capsule in near future. Information Technology drives this realization. This capsule consists of health care system, automated medical examination system, automated medical diagnosis system, automated clinical practice system. In addition, we will require an automated function recovery system. Almost all medical engineering studies would be an element of it. In them, most difficult task would be a decision making component in the diagnosis system. This component must make a decision whether the patient should receive medical treatment or not. This decides, what we call, 5W1H, “when” should the user receive medical treatment? “what” organ or function is the target? “why” does the user need it? “where” is the best part to do this, “how” does it treat? and “who” corresponds to which is best among robot treatment, drug, or outside of capsule. In it, normality plays a primary role in the decision process. I will introduce several research in my laboratory.
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